
Emerging from Covid 
8 Steps your Ministry 

Must Consider



With people spending 
more on vacations 
and personal items 

post Covid, what will 
happen to your 
church budget?





Sharks!  Don’t Panic!



If a financial 
crunch comes to 
your church this 

year



XPastor

Streamline Ministry
• Streamline ministry to maximize impact.  
• Eliminate all non-essential spending now.  
• Implement a phased plan to reduce costs.  
• Realign spending based on the church’s new 

financial reality to conserve cash. 
• Identify release valves (planned reductions) 

based on predetermined financial benchmarks
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Preparedness & Best Practices
• Onboard donors into the church’s electronic platform.  

• Delay expansion plans until a feasible path forward can be 
identified.  

• Increase cash reserves to navigate potential disruptions. 
Demonstrate the ability to withstand a business disruption for 90 
days.  

• Identify how the church will make payments, i.e. via the operating 
budget or a blend between operating budget and ongoing capital 
campaign receipts? If blended, how long will it take for the annual 
operating budget to absorb the payments without the campaign?
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Identify Growth Options
• What will your ministries real estate needs look like post 

covid? 
• Will an investment in additional square footage help you 

meet your growth objectives.  
• Ministries adjusted quickly to the new realities of worship 

while using very small real estate footprints.  
• We expect people will continue to worship in person. Do 

you believe that additional space is what is needed? 
• Lenders, like churches, are learning in this season.
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Down Payments
• Be prepared to invest into your expansion.  
• Your down payment requirement will be based 

on total project costs less loan available.  
• Following your down payment, the church 

should have 90 days of cash reserves. Do not 
rely on your cash reserves as a down payment 
source.
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Identify your Borrowing Capacity

• Connect with a church-specific lender to 
determine how much you can borrow.  

• Project costs should not be greater than 
cash on hand at time of settlement + loan 
available. 

• The earlier you know these numbers, the 
better informed you will be.
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Capital Campaigns
• Capital campaigns are an essential 

component to facility expansion.  
• Connect with a professional consultant 

and identify what your ministry could 
raise over a 2-3 year period.  

• You will have a ramp up period.
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Architect/Contractor Discussions

• Now you can engage with your 
architect. 

• The knowledge you have gained 
will help your leadership team 
identify healthy financial 
boundaries.
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Reconnect with the Lender
• After you talked with the architect/builder, you have an 

understanding of costs. Reach back to the lender. Make 
sure you set your numbers at the right level.  

• Avoid designing a facility you cannot reasonably afford.  
• Engage several lenders to identify the best fit for your 

circumstances. This strategy works with all major vendors.  
• Engage the lender early and often. Open and ongoing 

conversations strengthen your completion success—good 
planning based on financial realities.


